I like to receive "Letters to the Editor." They show that people are reading the Journal and thinking about the articles. When I say I like letters to the Editor I am not necessarily referring to those that start off, "Dear Dummy, how could you . . . ?"
Letters to the Editor stimulate controversy and make people reconsider positions, although not necessarily change them. Letters may correct mistakes made by authors that were not picked up by reviewers and editors. They may present an alternative reasonable point of view.
Having established that I like letters to the Editor, I have a few thoughts about the subject. I like letters that are to the point, not those in the guise of an unpublished article. I like letters that attempt to correct errors or clarify certain points. In the same vein, I prefer authors' responses to be direct answers to the questions posed, not a complete restatement of the previous paper or the first half of the succeeding publication.
Thus, letters to the Editor should preferably be short and sweet (or sour). I believe that most points can be made easily in one or two double-spaced, typewritten pages. There is no need for a full bibliography to support such a letter. Three references should be enough for both a letter to the Editor and for the author's response. Article authors should return responses quickly because the lag between the time of the original publication, receipt of a letter, receipt of the response, and publication is considerable. I do believe that authors must have a chance to respond, and yet sometimes authors are so very late answering that I am tempted to put the letter in the Journal without a response, if I think it is a good letter. This deed usually provokes a response, but it may cause unintentional, unnecessary mutual antagonism. I am uncomfortable with letters to the Editor that appear to be a personal vendetta between the letter-writer and the original author. Sometimes a distinctly unpleasant feeling engendered by certain words or the general tone can be changed by simply modifying a few adjectives. Disagreements, yes; putdowns, no.
I am a bit ambivalent concerning letters to the Editor written to establish a prior publication claim on a particular subject. I understand the concept. At times in my own scientific life I believe that my coauthors and I have been wrongly ignored for prior work. In our scientific world, it is difficult to right such a wrong, if it is a wrong. Some authors reference their data poorly. Many bibliographies in this country are English language-only ones. Sometimes an author may choose to ignore a certain article that others believe to be important. One hopes that reviewers will pick this up before publication and request an addition. More rarely, an article is published between submission and publication of another article on the same subject. I think it is reasonable to point out that, at times, an article that might be an important prior reference has been omitted. Hopefully, a letter will be written to note this and thus add a bit more to the subject under discussion.
Letters to the Editor-I like them brief and to the point. Limit references to three, please. Authors should respond quickly and directly to criticisms. Please try to resolve disagreements for our readers' benefit. And please, keep them coming.
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